Контрольная работа за второе полугодие.

Form 7

Name ___________________________
I. Listen to the text and say “true”, “ false ” or “don’t know”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

English has got a lot of borrowed words.
Some words came to English from Holland.
There are no Russian borrowings in English.
Sometimes names of people or places are used to make new words.
The word atlas came from Italy.
There are 550 words in Webster's Third New International Dictionary.
People usually use about 3 500 words when they talk.
MP stands for "a member of Parliament".
VIP stands for "a very important person".
II. Read the text and choose the best way to finish each statement.

By midday the sun was so strong that Jim could not go any further. There
were no trees near the path, so he took shelter under a big rock. After drinking
the rest of his water he took off his shirt and rolled it into a pillow. Then he lay
down on the ground and went to sleep.
It was late in the afternoon when he awoke. He was just about to jump up
when he felt something moving near his feet. He looked down. A long black
snake was just about to crawl across his legs.
Jim watched, too terrified to do anything. The snake moved across his
legs; it hesitated for a moment, then crawled on and vanished under the rock.
Jim leapt to his feet and pausing only to pick up his shirt, ran off down the path.
1. Jim stopped because …
a) there was a rock on the path
b) there were no trees
c) it was too hot

4. Jim kept still because he was…
a) afraid
b) interested
c) lazy

2. Jim put his head on …
a) his shirt
b) the rock
c) the ground

5. The snake moved…
a) strangely
b) slowly
c) quickly

3. Jim slept …
a) all day
b) untill night
c) almost till evening

III. Choose the correct answer. Only one answer is correct.
1. Great Britain consists of … parts
a) four
b) the fourth
c) a four
2. They became successful… .
a) businessman
b) businessmen
c) businessmans
3. … delegates took part in the conference.
a) two hundreds
b) the two hundred
c) two hundred.
4. Her eyes were … large … small.
a) either…or
b) neither…nor
c) nor … or
5. The conference began … October 18.
a) at
b) in
c) on
6. Actions speak … than words.
a) more louder
b) the loudest
c) louder
7. I do not like …jokes.
a) hers
b) her
c) her’s
8. Man… live by bread alone.
a) do not
b) does not
c) is not
9. He… everything except his last paper.
a) did
b) have done
c) has done.
10. We … take a vacation this month.
a) is not
b) did not
c) shall not
11. What … you … at 4.30 tomorrow afternoon?
a) would do
b) were do
c) will be doing
12. Dinosaurs … millions of years ago.
a) died out
b) had died out
c) were died out
13. Those who could not do it …TV or looking through the newspapers.
a) were watching
b) have watched
c) are watching

Критерии оценивания результатов: за каждый правильный ответ
учащиеся получают 1 балл. Максимальное количество баллов - 27.
Успешность выполнения работы определяется следующим
образом:
27-22 балла - «5» (отлично)
21-18 баллов – «4» (хорошо)
17-13 баллов – «3» (удовлетворительно)
12 баллов и менее – «2» (неудовлетворительно)

